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Dr. ChangeLOVE
Or: How I learned to stop worrying and love my science center
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Session Intro (5 min)



Overview
When it comes to realizing envisioned futures, 
nothing worries us more than present realities. 
Leading change is never easy, and 
transcending the status quo often means 
taking a good hard look at existing practices 
and paradigms. Discover how to use 
incremental change to nudge your science 
center closer to reinvention.



Panelist Presentations (50 min)



Association of Science-Technology Centers
Annual Conference

October 18-October 21, 2014

Christian Greer
Saint Louis Science Center



Christian Greer

I love motivating our team to challenge assumptions, look 
for the root causes for issues, and be empowered to not be 
afraid of the risks associated with opportunity.

I believe that change happens on the individual level. We 
need to connect with our staff and coworkers on a deeper 
level if we are going to foster real change. 



My Situation

My situation is that our organizational 
structure is waaaaay too hierarchical and 
siloed. It needs to be more flat and flexible 
if we are going to change.



https://www.lucidchart.com/pages/organizational-charts



https://www.architectmagazine.com/practice/how-to-structure-your-firm_o



My Challenge

My challenge is to create a more 
collaborative culture, promote 
intraprenuership, and spark innovation.







My Intervention(s)

Change management models:

• ADKAR
• Kotter’s 8 Steps
• Kurt Lewin’s Model
• Kubler-Ross Curve
• Nudge Theory



https://slidemodel.com/templates/adkar-change-management-powerpoint-templates/



https://www.sketchbubble.com/en/presentation-kotters-change-model.html



https://slidemodel.com/templates/lewins-change-model-powerpoint-template/



https://slidemodel.com/templates/lewins-change-model-powerpoint-template/



https://slidemodel.com/templates/lewins-change-model-powerpoint-template/



https://slidemodel.com/templates/lewins-change-model-powerpoint-template/



https://jayclouse.com/human-change-curve/



http://www.catchnews.com/international-news/asteroid-bennu-thrice-as-powerful-as-nu
clear-weapons-detonated-throughout-history-is-heading-towards-earth-103197.html



http://hesed.info/blog/sociology-nudging.abp

Dr. Richard Thaler



https://www.skipprichard.com/10-examples-of-nudge-theory/



https://www.skipprichard.com/10-examples-of-nudge-theory/



https://www.skipprichard.com/10-examples-of-nudge-theory/



https://www.skipprichard.com/10-examples-of-nudge-theory/



https://www.reddit.com/r/gifs/comments/3af5tl/what_would_happen_if_a_super_massive_asteroid/



https://www.https://jandra.wordpress.com/2018/05/14/change-management-models/.co
m/practice/how-to-structure-your-firm_o



My Insights

Don’t just think of change in one way. 
Incremental change can happen in multiple 
ways. Adjust your schemas. Consider a 
more holistic approach. What’s already 
working in your favor? How can you “nudge” 
change along? Be patient!



Association of Science-Technology Centers
Annual Conference

October 18-October 21, 2014

Dana Schloss
New York Hall of Science



Dana Schloss

I believe in iteration. Creative, collaborative, candid 
teams. Distributing power, ownership and agency 
especially to the people closest to an issue or problem. 



My Situation



My Challenge

Inheriting a heavily facilitated, materials rich 
9,500 sq foot design/ engineering exhibition 
(aka a money pit) that my institution had 
hung its hopes and dreams upon and the 
exhibition was falling short of it’s promise. 



My Challenge



My Intervention



My Intervention



My Intervention



My Insights

Your visitors are awesome. 
Observe how they behave

 and talk to them. 



My Insights

Tiny barriers can feel like huge roadblocks 
when they are in the way. 



Association of Science-Technology Centers
Annual Conference

October 18-October 21, 2014

Janella Watson
Providence Children’s Museum



Janella Watson

I believe in change sparked by collaboration, 
building infrastructure to increase capacity, and 
honoring the past while letting go of the 
processes and legacies that no longer serve us.



My Situation

Our organization has new leadership after 
35 years. 

We are working to honor the vision and 
values of the organization, while pushing in 
new directions and taking healthy risks. 





Our Situation



Our Challenge



Our Challenge



Our Intervention
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Association of Science-Technology Centers
Annual Conference

October 18-October 21, 2014

Monika Collins
Sciencenter Ithaca



Monika Collins

I believe science museums can catalyze economic and 
community growth through new and unusual partnerships, 
institutional design, technology, and civic engagement. 

This will require talented, engaged staff and leadership 
who are working towards a common goal; who feel 
agency, and can recognize the impact of their work.



My Situation
Founding Executive Director retired after 26 
years:

New leadership
New organizational structure
New policies, procedures
New strategic plan



My Challenge

How do we maintain a sense of community 
and commitment, while remaining nimble to 
new opportunities

How do we retain talented staff and foster 
institutional buy-in among staff



My Intervention

External adaptations

Internal adaptations

(Add however many slides you need for your case.)



Q&A (15 min)
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